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Discovering the profit in mobile content

1. Main Topic
With the emergence of Web 2.0, not only the web-based company but also the mobile operators wish to 
get new profit by lunching new services. 

2. Why the article is important for the business
There are two main sources of profit - web-based user-generated content and social networking services. 
There are so many services in the world now, but the business model are various. The article shows some 
examples of them in many countries.

3. What I learned from the article
I think that the table in the first page shows the most important factors of the article - Drivers, Strategic 
options, Business opportunities, Initial focus/value, and potential barriers.
In these days, it is not hard to lunch new services on the web or on the mobile network. Anyone, who 
has knowledge about the programming, can use API from big sites such as Google or Facebook, or can 
use SDK for applications for iPhone, then can lunch new service. However it is not easy to make money 
from that kinds of service. This article shows how the people can make money with new services from 
planning to lunching.

Sony Digital Entertainment, Japan

1. The problem of the company
The market of keitai content had increased a lot, and top executives must decide which way Sony Digital 
Entertainment should go.

2. Approach to solve the problems/to compete against the competitors
With the evolving digital contents, Sony starts its digital business in SPEJ (Sony Pictures Entertainment 
Japan) and then established SDE (Sony Digital Entertainment). SDE is a 100% subsidiary of Sony 
Corporation. 

3. My recommendations
Keitai is a Japanese word of cell-phone. Japan has so many mobile phone users, and most of them use 
the mobile Internet. Based on the network capability, the Keitai contents could succeed.
I think SDE should keep on its business way. The network technology and the mobile phone develop 
continuously, the new services or the new way to transfer the contents will be emerge soon. Since SDE is 
not a big organization and is suitable for digital contents, it must be flexible to new technological 
environment.


